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Survey on Software Test Design Metrics
Raj Kumari and Jaspreet Kaur
Abstract— Measurement has always been an integral part of
software engineering. Software projects can be assessed and
risks reduced by using software metrics. In this paper we
discuss software test metrics and their impact on software
testing. This paper focuses on software test design metrics its
key role in software testing process along with classification and
analysis of various test metrics.

Software metrics can be broadly classified into two types
software product metrics and software process metrics. Figure
2[17] shows the categories of software testing metrics
hierarchy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer software is an important element in growth of
social-economic development which requires new techniques
and strategies.Software application„s demand for quality has
grown.Hence testing becomes one of the indispensable
components of software development which is the indicator of
quality [1].
―Testing is questioning a product in order to evaluate it”.
------James Bach [2]
Software testing is a crucial element in the SDLC and can
deliver excellent results if executed accurately and efficiently
[3] and software measurement can play a key role in
increasing the effectiveness of testing process. Software
metrics are used to evaluate the software development process
and the quality of the resultant product [4].
This paper investigates metrics from the view point of unit
test case designing. In this our units consist of the classes, the
smallest testable unit. The approach used is to evaluate a set
of metrics and predict the testing effort of those metrics.The
basic reason for choosing this approach was that software
metrics can efficiently investigate various aspects of
software.For better results an operation has to be tested as
part of class not in isolation. Thus we consider the unit
testability with respect to various test design metrics [5].
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Test process metrics provide information about preparation

for testing, test execution and test progress. They are mainly
used in measuring progress of the Test Phase but don„t
provide any information regarding the test state. Process
metrics describe the effectiveness, quality and efficiency of
the processes that produce the software product. For example,
effort required in the process, total time taken to produce the
product, defect removal efficiency throughout development,
no. of defects found at some stage in testing, no. of defects
removed maturity of the process [6]. Some Test process
metrics are:
(i.) Number of test cases designed.
(ii.) Number of test cases executed.
(iii.) % of test cases executed.
(iv.) % of test cases passed.
(v.) % of test cases failed.
(vi.) Average execution time of a test case.

II. SOFTWARE TEST DESIGN METRICS
Software Metric is generally used to describe a dimension of a
particular attribute of a software project. The Software
Metrics that the QA team produces are concerned with the
test activities that are part of the Test Phase and so are
formally known as software test metrics. Figure1 shows
various test measures and resulting test metrics.

Test product metrics present information about the test state as

well as testing status of a software product and are
generated by test execution and code fixes or deferment.
Using these metrics we can measure the products test state
and indicate the quality level, valuable for product release
decisions. Product metrics help in describing the
characteristics of the product such as size, complexity, design
features, scalability, efficiency, reliability, portability and
most importantly testability [7].
Some Test product metrics are:
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(i.) Estimated time for testing.
(ii.) Actual testing time.
(iii.) Average time interval between failures.
(iv.) Average number of failures experienced in time
intervals.
(v.) Time remaining to complete the testing.
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Test Process
Metrics
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IV. EVALUATION OF TEST DESIGN METRICS
This evaluation is aimed at determining the role of test design
metrics in predicting the effort required to implement the
design and the quality of the code produced that is to
determine total testing effort required to test based upon
various metrics.
A typical empirical validation of test design object-oriented
metrics is done by investigating the relationship between each
metric and the outcome of interest. The results for different
metrics are studied. The metrics RFC, CBO, and LCOM were
defined in [10] and the NMA metric was defined in [11].
They have revealed that size can have an important
perplexing result on the validity of object-oriented metrics
[12].
The evaluation of test metrics is the core topic of this
research. In this research we have defined our set of metrics,
and set up the experiments to evaluate them. Software
engineering rarely involves empirical analysis.
First, we state the objective of our experiments:
Objective: To assess the capability of the proposed sourcebased metrics (CBO,RFC,NOC,NOA and DITC) in
predicting the testing effort.
Point of view: We are assessing that whether or not the
degree of testing effort required for the class values can be
predicted on the basis of the above mentioned source based
metrics [5].
V. TESTABILITY

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF USABLE METRICS
Metrics should not be collected because they are prescribed in the
literature or because they are recognized as popular in some
companies, but because they are helpful in taking decisions on a
project in particular or within a given organization [8]. A useful
metric is precisely defined (i.e., measurable or quantifiable), It
also helps indicate whether an organization is achieving software
goals [9]. There are several fundamental characteristics associated
with useful software metrics. The useful software metrics should
be:
Simple and easy to understand.
Measurable
Economical.
Metrics must be timely.
Robust.
Reliable
Valid.
Consistent and used over time.
Unobtrusively collected.
Independent.
Accountable.
Precise.
Useful metrics must be accompanied by data that is correct
(correct according to the rules of the definition of the metric),
accurate, exact and consistent (no large difference in the value
occur, even if the person or measuring device changes). The
measurement process should be clearly described clearly enough
for someone else to be able to repeat the measurement Units[17].

IEEE defines testability as ―the degree to which a system or
component facilitates the establishment of test criteria and
performance of tests to determine whether those criteria have
been met―[13]. In the unit testing of object oriented system,
the testing for classes brings in some issues one of which is
that a class cannot be tested directly, only an instance of it
can be tested and the second one is that when an object is
considered in an object oriented system, the state related with
that object also influences the path of execution and methods
of a class can communicate among themselves through this
state. Thus we took into consideration the unit testability of
the object oriented system with respect to the test case design
for unit testing [5].
Encapsulation of attributes and operations make testing
difficult as for testing the solid and abstract state of object is required. No-doubt code reuse has been achieved through the
use of inheritance but it poses further usage requirement on
retesting[14], so does multiple inheritance in which further
the testing is further complicated by increasing the number of
contexts for which testing is required. How the test cases are
applied within super class and subclass also needs to be
considered with care [5],[14],[15].
The realm of object orientation lays emphasis on the
encapsulation of information and implementation of
operations performed on the information. Coupling provides
us an evaluation of strength of association established by a
connection between object classes to which a class is coupled.
It is measured by calculating the number of distinct non
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inheritance related class hierarchies on which a class
depends[5],[10],[14],[15].The larger the number of couples
the higher will be the sensitivity to change and errors in other
parts of design and make testing difficult. This would
increase the testing effort (TE) and decrease the testability.
Therefore, we say that testability is inversely proportional to
CBO.

(1)

Estimating the total CBO (TCBO) over all classes (i=1 to n),
the sum is divided by two because the same relationship will
be counted twice, when the two coupled classes are
considered independently. Therefore we have:
1
n
TCBO = ------ X Σ CBO
2
i=1

(2)

Now, if we consider the combination of the complexity of a
class through the number of methods and the amount of
communication with other classes. It was found that the
complexity of the class increases with number of methods that
can be invoked from a class through messages. Larger
number of methods that can be invoked in response to a
message, the more complicated the testing is, which in turn
decreases the testability.
Using the metric, response for a class (RFC) which is defined
as the number of methods in response set [5],[10],[14],[15],
we say that the testing effort (TE) is directly proportional to
RFC and hence testability is inversely proportional to it.
TE ∞ RFC
ITb ∞ 1/RFC

i=1
Where,

Ci = A class in the ith level of class inheritance
hierarchy.
Attribute (Ci) = Count the total number of protected, private,
public and inherited attributes within a class in the class
inheritance hierarchy at each level.
Method (Ci) = Count the total number of protected, private, public
and inherited methods within a class in the class inheritance
hierarchy at each level.
L = Total height in the class inheritance hierarchy i.e. the
maximum distance from the last node (last level in the class
inheritance hierarchy) to the root node (first level in the class
inheritance hierarchy), ignoring any shorter paths in case of
multiple inheritance is used. The metric depth of the

inheritance that measure the depth of the class within the
inheritance hierarchy is defined as ―the maximum distance
from the node to the root of the tree‖ [10],[14].
It shows that the deeper a class is within the hierarchy, the
more the number of methods it is will inherit. Thus making it
more complex to predict its behavior. Deeper trees involved
more methods and classes increasing the design complexity.
This increases the testing effort and decrease the testability.
This leads to testability being inversely proportional to DITC
[16].
TE ∞ DITC

(3)

Estimating total RFC (TRFC) over all classes (i=1 to n) we
get:
n
TRFC = Σ RFC
i=1

DITC (C)= ΣLEV (i)*i

LEVi = Attribute (Ci) + Method (Ci)

TE ∞ CBO
ITb ∞ 1/CBO

L

(4)

Since a class is a set of objects that have common properties
(i.e methods and instance variables), an abstraction of the
application domain is prepared/developed by arranging
classes in a hierarchy which is formed due to inheritance
between classes.This leads to super class accumulating all or
desired common features of the subclass.
A class is composed of attributes and methods. In this proposal
the Depth of Inheritance Tree of a Class (DITC) metric for class
inheritance hierarchy is measured in terms of sum of the attributes
(Private, Protected, public and inherited) and Methods (Private,
Protected, public and inherited) at each level. The DITC metric of a
class is calculated as:

ITb ∞ 1/DITC

(5)

Estimating total DITC (TDITC) over all classes (i=1 to n), we
get:
n
TDITC = Σ DITC
i=1

(6)

Chidamber and Kemerer proposed the Number Of Children of a
class as the NOC metric for the class, which is the number of
immediate subclasses subordinate to a class in the class hierarchy
[10]. NOC is a measure that the methods of parent class are to be
inherited by how many sublasses, the greater the value the greater
will be the potential for reus. The greater the number of children
of a class, the greater is the probability of improper abstraction of
that class. NOC gives an approximate idea of the potential
influence a class has on the overall design. It is given as the

Number of descendents of the class. As number of
descendents increase, the Effort of testing (TE) of methods of
that class increases. This Decreases the testability providing
an inverse relationship:
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values(CBO,RFC,DITC,NOC,NOA) are defined above.
TE ∞ NOC
ITb ∞ 1/NOC

(7)

Estimating total NOC (TNOC) over all classes (i=1 to n),
We get :
n
TNOC = Σ NOC
i=1

(8)

The Number Of Attributes [18] metric is used to calculate the
average number of attributes a class contains in the
model. This is useful in identifying the following probable
problems:
(a)

(b)

A class with numerous attributes may signify the
existence of coincidental cohesion and necessitate
additional decomposition, to handle the complexity
of the model.
In case of no attributes serious consideration
should be given to the semantics of the class. This
may possibly be a class utility rather than a class.

Considering a class, this is a simple count of the number of
attributes.If the number of attributes are high (> 10) it is an
indication of poor design, particularly insufficient
decomposition, specially if this is coupled with an equally
high number of methods. Classes without any attributes are
particular cases and are not essentially anomalies. For
example these can be interface classes, and must be
checked.[17] Therefore as the NOA increases the effort of
testing (TE) of methods associated with those attributes
increases. Thereby decreasing the testability:

By equations (2,4,6,8,10) the total interface testability (TITb)
of the object oriented software over all classes (i=1 to n) can
be given as
k
TITb = ------------------------------------------------------- (13)
(TCBOxTRFCxTDITCxTNOCxTNOA)

The value of ‗k„ will depend on characteristics related to
software processes and experience of developer, type of tool
available for the development of the unit as we are dealing
with unit testing. The value will have to be worked out by
specific software teams of concerned organization.

VI. CONCLUSION
These test design metrics explore the test case design and its
testability. The results have shown us that the test design
metrics are useful in measuring testability and the effort of
testing. Particularly, the results allow for explanations of the
CBO, RFC, DITC, NOC and NOA metrics in terms of test
case construction factors. To wind up the results will help us
to advance the set of metrics and the development approach
so that we can increase testability and reduce the testing
effort.
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